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ABSTRACT Selection of the optimal transmission rate in packet-switched best-effort networks is challeng-
ing. Typically, senders do not have any information about the end-to-end path and should not congest the
connection but at once fully utilize it. The accomplishment of these goals lead to congestion control protocols
such as TCP Reno, TCP Cubic, or TCP BBR that adapt the sending rate according to extensive measurements
of the path characteristics by monitoring packets and related acknowledgments. To improve and speed up this
adaptation, we propose and evaluate a machine learning approach for the prediction of sending rates from
measurements of metrics provided by the TCP stack. For the prediction a neural network is trained and
evaluated. The prediction is implemented in the TCP stack to speed up TCP slow start. For a customizable
and performant implementation the extended Berkeley packet filter is used to extract relevant data from the
kernel space TCP stack, to forward the monitoring data to a user space data rate prediction, and to feed the
prediction result back to the stack. Results from a online experiment show improvement in flow completion
time of up to 30%.

INDEX TERMS Artificial intelligence (AI), computer network performance, machine learning (ML), perfor-
mance forecast, slow start, transmission control protocol (TCP).

I. INTRODUCTION
In packet switch networks that are based on the best effort
principle, the selection of an optimal sending rate is challeng-
ing. Typically, the sender has no a priori knowledge of the
path and has to determine the rate empirically with the goal
to utilize the path fully without overloading it. This problem
is typically solved by congestion control protocols such as
TCP Reno, TCP Cubic, or TCP BBR. TCP Reno and Cubic
increase the datarate iteratively until a packet loss occurs. This
loss is interpreted as a signal for congestion and the sending
rate is reduced. This means, that these algorithms produce
short-term overload to cause a loss. Nevertheless, packet loss
do not only occur by overload of a path but may also be
caused by corruption of data packets, e.g., from interference in
wireless networks. Such losses are interpreted as congestion,
too, and thereby lead to unnecessary adaptations of the rate.
TCP Reno and TCP Cubic differ in the way the sending rate is
adapted, in detail the value of the congestion window, i.e., the
number of packets, that can be sent in a round-trip time (RTT),
is adapted differently. TCP BBR follows a different approach,
it measures the rate and RTT to determine the optimal number
of packets to be sent in a round-trip time, therefore it avoids
the short-term overload. In detail, it also starts with a startup

phase, i.e., the slow-start algorithm, afterwards it enters into
the drain phase to empty a possibly self-induced queue, and
then changes iteratively between two phases to probe the
available bandwidth and the RTT. Details of the phases and
evaluation are given in [1], [2], [3]. All protocols have in
common, that in the beginning they perform a slow-start to
determine an operation point fast.

These algorithms derive the next state, i.e., the congestion
window size or sending rate from recent measurements of the
path. We propose an in-band and passive throughput predic-
tion to forecast the expected throughput, which is attainable
in the near future. By in-band and passive, we mean a method
that uses information already available at transport protocols
without the need to modify the TCP protocol. In detail, the
available bandwidth measurement performed by TCP BBR is
used to train a neural network. As we elaborate in Section III-
A, we only require an extension to monitor internals of the
TCP stack, which can rely on recent extensions on the Linux
operating system. In detail, we look at the slow start phase, in
which TCP probes for the attainable throughput. We envision
to speed up the rate adaptation during the start-up phase from
which especially flows with a short duration benefit from.
Such flows occur frequently in real-world networks [4].
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FIGURE 1. BBR rate estimates captured from the network stack, the blue
markers present amongst others the input features to predict the future
state presented by the green marker, so this prediction can potentially use
to skip the iterative adaptation shown as red markers.

Fig. 1 shows an exemplary trace of the rate estimate per-
formed by TCP BBR as recorded by the TCP stack. We
present details of the internal variables in Section III, here, we
limit the description to the basic idea. Our forecast predicts
the state of the TCP stack by observation of the beginning of
the connection (red markers), i.e., we observe the statistics
of the first packets of the connection, amongst others the
rate estimate, as example of multiple features, to predict the
future state. This state is shown as blue marker. In this article,
we first contribute on forecasting TCP’s performance by a
neural network and by the use of extensive monitoring of the
network stack. We evaluate the prediction offline in terms of
the selection of input features, the input width, the prediction
horizon, and perform a hyperparameter optimization.

From this supervised learning, we integrate the trained neu-
ral network into the TCP stack to forecast the attainable rate
from the observation of the beginning of the TCP connec-
tion and evaluate the performance improvement achieved by
the prediction. Here, we make use of the extended Berkeley
Packet Filter (eBPF), a virtual machine inside the Linux,
which gives us a flexible approach to extend TCP and apply a
neural network for prediction as a user space program using a
basic machine learning software framework.

The structure is as follows: Section II presents the related
work with a focus on a background on information that can be
inferred from observations of packets. Section III specifies the
details of the neural network and the parameters we evaluate.
The performance of the forecast is given in Section IV by an
offline and online analysis. A conclusion and outlook is given
in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK
For the related work, we look into the field of congestion
control and available bandwidth estimation first, i.e., how
capabilities can be determined and protocols can adapt to it.
Second, we summarize related work on the application of
machine learning to this field.

Usually, in packet switched networks end hosts do not
have any information about the end-to-end link capabilities
in terms of available bandwidth and latency. Moreover, these
values are time-varying due to multiplexing of traffic flows
at various intermediary devices and links with time-varying
performance, such as wireless networks in which capacity can
change rapidly. End-hosts have to adapt to these time-varying
capabilities, so that the link is not overloaded but the connec-
tion utilizes the capacity it is entitled for. Common congestion
control algorithms strive at a fair distribution between multi-
ple flows at a bottleneck. The congestion control algorithms
TCP Reno, defined in [5], and TCP Cubic, described in [6],
implement it by an iterative adaptation of the congestion
window based on packet loss events. The congestion control
protocol determines the amount of data a sender transmit in
one round trip time, therefore it reflects the sending rate. The
iterative adaptation, i.e., an increase of the window until a
loss occurs and the successive reduction, leads to a continues
change between overload and underload of the path. TCP
BBR avoids this iterative change by the use of an estimation
method of the attainable rate of an end-to-end connection. The
basic design follows approaches from the field of available
bandwidth estimation, whereas TCP BBR uses passive mea-
surements, i.e., existing data packets are used for probing the
network, see [1].

In the field of available bandwidth estimation, as defined
in [7], [8] as the unused capacity of a path, often active
measurements are used to infer the network capabilities from
measurements, since passive measurement exhibit some draw-
backs, see [9]. The use of active measurements allows for
a better control of the arrival process to infer more infor-
mation from the network path. Examples are packet trains,
packet pairs, or packet chirps. Packet chirps are a train of
packets, whereas the gap between the packets is decreasing
and thereby the rate is increasing. Therefore, the chirp probes
the network with various data rates using only a short train.
Usual packet trains are sent at fixed rate. Related examples
are e.g. the tool Pathload, which uses packet trains [10],
Pathchirp [11], which introduces chirps, and Spruce [12],
that measures gaps between packets. The available band-
width expresses the connection by one number and thereby
neglects the time-varying characteristic. More complete de-
scriptions are service curves from the framework network
calculus, which provides descriptions for deterministic as well
as stochastic networks [13]. Techniques for the estimation of
service curves are described in [14], [15], [16].

Still, available bandwidth estimation often relies on as-
sumptions of a system model including specific scheduling
disciplines and does not encounter effects from operating
systems such as memory limitations. Common pitfalls in
available bandwidth estimation are given in [17]. Therefore,
we propose in the next section to utilize machine learning
to infer the rate a TCP connection can attain. On the one
hand, from the previous work, basic relations are known, on
the other hand, correlations at least on short timescales in
path characteristics are known, see e.g. [18], [19], so that we
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expect that future states can be derived from measurements
and leave the process of refinement to the machine learning
approach. By the collection of extensive measurements of the
TCP stack, our approach also comprises details such as mem-
ory constraints from operating systems. Before presenting our
approach in the next section, we summarize work done in
the application of machine learning to congestion control and
bandwidth estimation before. For a comprehensive summary,
we refer to the survey [20].

The application of machine learning to congestion con-
trol is manifold, it is used for prediction of throughput,
RTTs, the congestion window, or even to learn the con-
gestion control algorithm itself. Measurements are collected
during the connection is active or also gathered by active
or passive measurements before the actual connection starts.
Also, the training may occur supervised on historical data
or unsupervised during the connection is active, typically by
optimization of a utility function.Machine learning applied to
the estimation of available bandwidth estimation is explored
in [23], [24], [25]. The authors show the higher accuracy
achieved by supervised machine learning, which leads to a
reduction of probing traffic if compared to conventional es-
timation tools. The applicability in the context of TCP is
evaluated in [25], [26]. In these works no active probing traf-
fic is required, instead the timings between TCP packets are
exploited. In [26], the improvement of reinforcement learning
to estimate the available bandwidth is shown. Typically, the
estimate is relevant for rate adaptation or congestion control,
for which we introduce the related work next.

In [27], the bulk transfer throughput of TCP is predicted by
support vector regression, which shows that machine learning
can outperform prediction methods that rely on mathematical
models or infer the throughput from the packet trace history.
For practical measurements, the authors rely on a packet train
probing before the actual TCP connection to predict the bulk
transfer throughput.

In [28], the end-to-end transport protocol Sprout is devel-
oped, which uses a packet delivery forecast based on a Poisson
process with variable rate. This rate parameter is adapted to
the path capabilities to determine a sending rate, so that the
probability that packets get queued is small. A congestion
control algorithm designed by an automatic learning process
from timestamps of sent and received packets and RTT esti-
mates is presented in [29]. The results show that algorithms
that are trained automatically outperform designed algorithms
such as TCP Reno or TCP Cubic. A series of approaches
that learn the actions based on observation of the current net-
work performance to maximize a utility function are presented
in [30], [31], [32]. Therefore, the congestion control algorithm
is designed during the connection. Approaches that apply rein-
forcement learning to decide on actions for congestion control
are presented in [33], [34] The approach presented in [35]
implements machine learning to predict the next congestion
window value after a congestion event such as packet loss. It
uses multiple values measured by the TCP stack, the results

FIGURE 2. Experiment setup: The load generator downloads
simultaneously the requested file from the web server to measure the flow
completion time and collect TCP statistics in various network setups.

show that using a large set of information from the stack
improves the prediction.

The prediction of the RTT as replacement for the exponen-
tial weighted average RTT estimator using online learning is
presented in [36].

In the scope of the related work, we rely on the available
bandwidth estimation implemented in TCP as training data,
which estimates the delivered packets in a time interval. The
estimation method is described in [37]. Therefore, it refers
to a packet train estimation method, which are common in
bandwidth estimation. Furthermore, we rely on this estimate
to train a neural network from multiple values determined by
the TCP stack to predict this value. By the use of the existing
estimation technique, we are able to collect training data prac-
tically without extension of TCP, except a monitoring hook,
or integration of additional measurements in the network. The
related neural network is afterwards used to assist TCP BBR
to select a bandwidth during slow start. Therefore, the pro-
posed solution assists TCP BBR but does not generate new
congestion control protocols in comparison to the proposals
in [30], [31], [32].

III. DATA GENERATION AND PREDICTION
In this section, we present the model we use for the predic-
tion and describe the experiments and metrics we gather for
training the model.

A. DATA GENERATION
The data we use for training the neural network originates
from a network experiment. To gather samples from a lot of
divers flows, we create an emulated network experiment as
illustrated in Fig. 2. The network consists of a load generator
client that downloads a file of size 3.2 MB via HTTP from
the server. This client generates 1000 requests per minute in
average. To schedule the requests the load testing software
JMeter on a Linux system is used. It schedules requests by an
Poisson arrival process. With a segment size of 1440 bytes and
60 bytes headers, i.e., a flow transmits about 2330 packets to
download the file with an average of 17 flows per second, the
average rate is about 425 Mbit/s. Each experiment is executed
for 120 sections and repeated 5 times.

We perform various experiments to achieve a divers data
set. For the experiment described above, we vary the network
parameters. In detail, we set the one way delay to one of 25,
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TABLE 1. Input Features Extracted From the Linux TCP Network Stack

50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200 ms with a jitter of a twentieth
and configure the buffer size to the bandwidth delay product
(BDP) and half of the BDP. The delay is emulated by the
traffic control network emulator NetEm as implemented in the
Linux kernel. In the end, we extract 150,000 flows from these
experiments. These samples are split into a train, validation,
and test data set. The validation and test data set contain each
15,000 of these samples. All evaluation results presented later
regarding the neural network use the test data set, whereof the
samples are not used during training.

To collect the internal TCP statistics from the Linux TCP
BBR networking stack at the server, we create an eBPF pro-
gram, i.e., a program that is executed inside the Linux kernel.
Thereby, we record extensive information of the TCP stack
given in the struct tcp_info for each packet. The values
used for training are given in Table 1. We note here, that
the struct includes more values, which are recorded, too, but
not included for the training, since they are constant during
measurements or include irrelevant data such as port numbers.
Nevertheless, these values may be useful in other scenarios.
One example is the client’s IP address. In our experiment it is
constant, in real-world networks it may be useful for training,
since the client’s network may impact the performance. Some
parameters are cumulative and increasing sequences, such as
timestamps (ts), cumulative times (e.g. busy_time), byte or
packet counters (e.g. bytes_acked). For these values, we cal-
culate the increments of the sequence and use the increments
for the training. The timestamp ts is typically derived from
the uptime of the system, so we compute the increments and
shift the sequence that each trace starts at ts = 0. This returns
the interarrival times of the packets.

FIGURE 3. Building blocks of the deployment using eBPF: TCP internal
measurements are transferred to user space applications to collect data or
for the data rate prediction.

The building blocks for gathering of TCP statistics and the
components for the prediction, which is described in Sec-
tion IV-C, are presented in Fig. 3. The implementation as
eBPF program gives a customizable solution for the monitor-
ing and prediction. Since Linux kernel version 5.13, selected
congestion control functions of the TCP stack can easily be
extended. It adapts to the data required for the prediction,
whereas the implementation of the prediction can be imple-
mented in the user space and offers an extensible solution to
implement and adapt prediction methods in common machine
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TABLE 2. Input Features

learning frameworks. Besides the prediction that modifies the
TCP congestion window, the normal TCP BBR behavior is
used for congestion control.

B. BANDWIDTH PREDICTION - PROBLEM FORMULATION
We model the prediction as a generic regression problem with

y(n + g) = f (X (0, n), β ) + e (1)

whereas y(n + g) is the rate estimate measured for the packet
number n + g by the TCP network stack, X (0, n) the various
input features observed from the TCP stack for the packets 0
to n, β the model parameters, and e the error term, which is
not directly observable, this may include the time-varying be-
havior of links in the network or the cross-traffic multiplexed
in the network. From the experiment described previously, we
used equal sized packets.

The assumption is that a future value of the delivery rate is
a good estimate of the attainable rate of the connection. This
assumption is based on basic relations between timings of
packets and data rates, such models are the Lindley equation,
relation of inputs and outputs of packets and variations of
packet trains, known from available bandwidth estimation as
elaborated in Section II.

We use here the term attainable rate, since the available
bandwidth is defined as the unused capacity in a time in-
terval [7], [8]. The attainable rate may defer in dependence
of the scheduling discipline. For example using TCP and a
FIFO scheduling at the bottleneck link, TCP targets at a fair
share, i.e., if the available bandwidth is below the fair share,
the attainable rate exceeds the available bandwidth. Still, TCP
does not always achieve the fair share [3], [38]. Here, we
rely on the estimate of TCP BBR and do not account for
shortcomings of the protocol itself.

In detail, we focus here on the start-up phase of the connec-
tion, due to two reasons. At the beginning TCP send a burst of
packets, at first ten packets, which are doubled each RTT until
a loss occurs. On the basis of available bandwidth estimation,
such packets represent a packet train, which provides a reli-
able estimate, see e.g. [10]. We make use of this estimation
implemented in the TCP stack to obtain our training data,
i.e., we monitor the estimate for packet n + g and extract the
additional features for packets zero to n X (0, n) the stack
provides, see. Table 2.

We further assume this estimate contains information on the
future network performance. This implies a correlation and
causality between the observations and the later value, this
is given by the congestion control algorithm and the system
model, whereas random hidden events such as cross-traffic,
variability of physical links, especially for wireless connec-
tions, and loss events may occur. Furthermore, related works

TABLE 3. Parameters for Hyperparameter Optimization

show that stationarity at least for short-time scales is often
observable [18], [19] in computer networks.

Still, the models for available bandwidth estimation men-
tioned in Section II base the foundation on specific assump-
tions, which may not always be met in practice. Many other
effects such as memory limitations at the sender or receiver,
different scheduling disciplines, random cross-traffic, and
time-varying link characteristics influence such theoretical
models [39], which a neural network can incorporate if trained
in a specific setup.

From these causalities between the observations of infor-
mation from the TCP stack, stationarity in networks, relations
between available bandwidth and packet timings, we expect
a machine learning approach can infer the attainable rate of
a connection from observation of the start-up phase of the
connection. We evaluate our hypothesis in Section IV.

C. NEURAL NETWORK DESIGN
To create a model for (1), we rely on a Long-Short-Term-
Memory (LSTM) network, which is known to model the
probability of the next input by the previous outputs as de-
scribed in [40]. Thereby the network learns also from the
history of previous inputs and outputs. The schema reflects
the relationship known for input/output relations of packets in
computer networks, since outputs depend on previous inputs
as modeled by the Lindley’s recursion [41], in framework of
the network calculus [13], or characteristics of network traffic
such as self-similarity [42]. The prediction is also tested with
a deep neural network with up to three hidden layer that shows
a similar performance in this setup.

For the training, we perform a hyperparameter optimization
and a feature selection. The features, we evaluate, are given
in Table 2 and the hyperparameters, we test, are given in
Table 3. We limit the input width up to 2000 packets, since the
overall connection transfers about 2300 packets as described
in Section III-A.The input width is adjusted to the TCP slow
start behavior. Usually, when the connection starts the TCP
sender transmits in the first round of the slow start 10 packets,
when acknowledgments arrive, in the next round 20 packets,
and afterwards 40 packets until a loss occurs. For example, in
the first round, when 10 packets are sent out, the sender has
to wait about a round trip time to receive acknowledgments.
Therefore we select input widths that fall into each of these
rounds. For the proposal in Section IV-C, this means after
these number of packets the rate prediction is triggered, so that
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FIGURE 4. TCP slow start behavior and optimal (green dot) and
non-optimal (red dot) points to trigger the rate prediction.

the prediction result can immediately apply the corresponding
round. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4, the green dot indicates
an input width of five acknowledgments for which the pre-
diction is triggered. An inappropriate choice is marked by the
red dot as end of the round of returning acknowledgments.
Following packets will only be transferred after new acknowl-
edgments have been received. The packet number for which
the prediction is performed is arbitrarily chosen in a nearly
exponential increasing order.

For the adaptive learning rate, we reduce from 0.01, 0.001,
0.0001, and 0.00001 at each quarter of epochs. For hyperpa-
rameter optimization, we use random search as implemented
in keras tuner [43] with 50 trials and optimize for the mean
absolute percentage error:

lMAPE =
∣
∣
∣
∣

y − ŷ

y

∣
∣
∣
∣
,

where ŷ is the predicted value. We note, that additionally to the
LSTM network, the training was also performed with a deep
neural network (DNN) and a linear regression. Whereas the
DNN shows a nearly equal performance, the linear regression
model increases the loss from a negligible amount up to 6%
in dependence of the label and features as presented next.

IV. RESULTS
We start the result section with the analysis of the data set to
identify the available bandwidth estimated by the TCP stack

FIGURE 5. FCT in dependence of delay and queue size. The x-label defines
the delay as well as the BDP, a 1 means it equal the BDP, a 2 means it
equals halve the BDP.

after a given number of packets transmitted, see Table 2, and
furthermore describe the quality of experience by the eval-
uation of the flow completion time (FCT). Afterwards, we
provide results of an intensive training of the data rate by the
use of the data set. Finally, we apply the best training result in
an online analysis, in which the prediction is implemented in
the TCP stack.

A. DATA DESCRIPTION
For the data analysis, we evaluate as quality of experience
metric the FCT for the different experiment’s configuration
in terms of delay and queue size, this is also the metric, we
finally evaluate for effectiveness of our proposal. The second
metric is a quality of service metric, in detail the bandwidth
estimate of the TCP stack, we predict. Fig. 5 presents the FCT
grouped by the individual network configurations of delay
and queue size, i.e. a factor of one means the queue size
equals the BDP, a factor of two means the BDP is halved.
As expected, the FCT increases with increasing delay, the
median value ranges from about one second to about five
seconds. Especially with a smaller queue size, half of the BDP,
the FCT shows some large outliers due to packet loss at the
intermediate router. This result is also our reference for later
comparison in the online experiment in Section IV-C.

For the prediction, the available bandwidth estimate of the
TCP stack is used. Fig. 6 shows the median, 25%, 75% per-
centile and min and max values of the available bandwidth
estimate performed by the TCP stack for a specific packet
number. The estimate increases with the packet number ob-
served. This follows from the probing mechanism used by
TCP, since it uses a packet train, the estimate can reflect at
most the sending rate, which is small at the beginning of the
connection and increases due to slow start and is adapted
to congestion avoidance in TCP. In this experiment, we use
the estimate of a specific packet, since flows are short and
typically the slow start phase is not quitted. In a different
scenario, the estimate when the slow start phase is left and
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FIGURE 6. Data rate as estimated by the TCP stack for a specific packet in
the connection. Each box shows the meadian, 25% and 75% percentiles,
and minimal and maximal value. The available bandwidth estimate
increases with the packet number, since it can at most reflect the sending
rate, at the beginning if a flow it is typically small and increases due to TCP
slow start.

congestion avoidance takes over, may reflect a better estimate
of a connection.

To identify the performance improvement, we put into rela-
tion the available bandwidth estimate as measured by the TCP
stack for the last packet of the input widths, see Table 2. Fig. 7
displays this relation, the highest improvement is achieved for
a small input sequence of five packets to the estimate of packet
2000. Therefore, a estimate with a short input width and a
prediction of the bandwidth of packet 2000 is desirable. We
evaluate, the prediction in the next section.

B. OFFLINE ANALYSIS
We train the neural network to predict the data rate for a
horizon of packets {62, 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000} using
different input widths as listed in Table 2. The results with
the lowest mean absolute percentage error are displayed in
Fig. 8. Obviously, the prediction shows the smallest error if
the prediction horizon is short, i.e. a large input width and a
packet in the near future. Still, the expected gain is expected to
be small if compared to Fig. 7. For a large prediction horizon,
the error increase to about 20%, even for a small input width
and a large horizon the error stays at about 24%.

This first evaluation contains all listed features. We further
conduct an evaluation of reduced feature sets. For the reduced
feature selection, we perform two basic evaluations. For one
training, we use a minimal feature set, i.e., the features ts
and bbr_bw, and for a second training additionally the RTT.
These experiments give information about the benefit of the
additional parameters besides these basic parameters. These
features are selected due to basic analytical relationships in
computer networks. Common models in the area of queue-
ing theory rely on timestamps. For example, the Lindley
equation calculates waiting times in queueing networks from
interarrival time of packets and service times. In the frame-
work of network calculus the concept is generalized, whereat
the departure times are deduced from the arrival process, i.e.
arrival times of packets to a network, and a service process.

FIGURE 7. Relation of the available bandwidth estimate of packet {62,
125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000} to the estimate related to the last packet of the
input sequence. The data rate of a small input width and a large packet
number gives the highest improvement.

FIGURE 8. Mean absolute percentage error of the prediction on the test
data set, on long input sequences and small packet numbers the
prediction performs best, still for small input widths and high packet
numbers the error is about 25%.

Furthermore, the importance of the RTT follows from the
basic principle of TCP, which is self-clocked due the arrivals
of acknowledgements and the window mechanism, that de-
cides on the amount of data to be sent in one RTT. For TCP
BBR the congestion window is derived from the available
bandwidth estimate performed by TCP, therefore we include
this value bbr_bw, too. Fig. 9 displays the distributions of
these features for the different experiments. Between exper-
iments using a different delay configuration the distributions
differentiate clearly, but also overlap in their range, especially
between experiments that have a configured delay, which is
close to their own configured delay. Therefore, these values
are eligible for a prediction, but still are challenging due to a
overlap in their value. Fig. 10 presents the loss for the minimal
feature set. Already these basic feature give similar results as
the full feature set evaluated previously and depicted in Fig. 8.
Especially, on short prediction horizons the full feature set
performs better, on a small input width of five packets and
a large horizon to packet number 2000 the set of ts, bbr_bw,
RTT performs equal to the full feature set, leaving out the RTT
values increases the error only by two percent.
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FIGURE 9. Distributions of selected features displayed as violin plot:
Between different delay configuration the ranges are distinguishable from
each other, still their ranges overlap.

C. ONLINE ANALYSIS
As presented in Fig. 3, we implement a data rate prediction
and integrate it into the TCP stack by the use of eBPF. We use
a trained model from Section IV-B, in detail, the model for
a input width of five packets and estimation of the available
bandwidth for packet 2000, which gives the largest improve-
ment. We repeat the experiment described in Section III-A and
measure again the FCT for the different network scenarios.

FIGURE 10. MAPE for minimal feature sets, compared to Fig. 8 the MAPE
increases especially for large input width and small packet numbers, for a
large prediction horizon and small inputs width the MAPE is similar on the
minimal feature sets.

Each setup is repeated 30 times. The FCT and the reduction
in delay compared to the former experiment are shown in
Fig. 11. For all scenarios the FCT decreased, whereby the
relative reduction increases for scenarios with a larger RTT,
since the RTT has a strong impact on the performance. The
reduction ranges from about 20% to more than 30%. Com-
paring Fig. 11(a) to Fig. 5 also shows that the reduction is
not only in the mean, as indicated by Fig. 11(b), also the
maximum delay are similar or decrease if the violin plots are
compared. We also note that, even the prediction gives wrong
estimate, besides the prediction the normal TCP behavior is
used, which adapts the data rate according to the conventional
algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION
In this article, we describe the prediction of the attainable
rate of TCP connections. We present the impact of dif-
ferent features by an offline analysis such as the length
of the observation, the length of the prediction horizon,
and selected features from extensive monitoring of variables
available in the TCP stack on the performance of a neural
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FIGURE 11. FCT of the network scenarios using a data rate prediction and
related reduction in FCT in percent compared to the unmodified TCP
behavior.

network for the prediction. This neural network is imple-
mented in an online variant, to predict the attainable rate
and usage of the estimate to speed up the slow start phase
of TCP. The results shown an improvement from 20% to
more than 30% in dependence of RTT. In future work, we
plan to integrate the approach into real-world networks to
collect training data and evaluate in the performance in the
Internet.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
The implementation of the prediction is given at [44], the
network experiment is provided at [45], the BPF program is
available from [46], and the modified kernel from [47].
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